
 

 

ALASKA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
STEERING COMMITTEE 

 

Tuesday, May 30, 2017 
10:00 AM – 12:00 PM 

 
MEETING NOTES 

 
Members present:  

 
Chancellor Rick Caulfield (chair) Provost Susan Henrichs Provost Sam Gingerich 
Provost Karen Carey Dr. Cindy Fabbri Dr. Jonathan Bartels 
Dr. Katy Spangler Prof. Ernestine Hayes Dr. Virgil Fredenberg 

 
Members excused:  Interim Dean Steve Atwater, Dr. Sean Topkok, Dr. Amy Vinlove, Dr. Cathy Coulter, 
Prof. Paul Ongtooguk. 
 
Meeting notes taken by Keni Campbell, Chancellor’s Executive Assistant 

 
1. Welcome/review of agenda 

 
Chair Rick Caulfield welcomed members and the agenda was reviewed.  Steve Atwater is 
attending the DEED Educator Excellence committee meeting today. Paul Ongtooguk, Amy 
Vinlove and Cathy Coulter are teaching. Sean Topkok is attending a conference this week.  
 

2. Review of previous meeting notes, May 19, 2017  
 
No corrections to draft minutes. Meeting notes will be finalized and posted on the public 
website. 
 

3. Review/discussion of Susan Bell draft summary document from May 11 meeting 
 
The committee reviewed the draft meeting summary from the May 11 All-Faculty meeting, 
prepared by Susan Bell of McDowell Group. This summary is intended to reflect the work of the 
various academic program groups that met during the meeting in two breakout sessions. 
 
Comments on the draft summary document: 

 E. Hayes made the correction that Paul Ongtooguk was also present at the May 11 
meeting. 

 Chair Caulfield changed reference in the draft to the NWCCU Substantive Change 
Process to reflect the fact that it is UAS submitting the proposal, guided by the work of 
the Steering Committee.  

 J. Bartels suggests that the questions posed at the meeting as a framework for 
discussion be added to the document to provide structure and context for the summary. 
One of the observations that came out in his group was that the secondary programs 
are serving very different student populations in the state. The responses in the draft 



 

 

were addressing that topic in light of the questions. Chair Caulfield and other committee 
members agreed that adding the questions would be valuable.  

 C. Fabbri noted that on page six under Other Graduate Programs, the first bullet is the 
current UAS MEd vision statement. The Committee agreed that clarification should be 
made about this. 

 In an emailed comment about one statement in the draft about teacher turnover, S. 
Atwater observed that Alaska Teacher Placement can play a role in gathering 
information about why people leave the profession. He also noted a correction relating 
to Education Leadership: that an Alaska Native superintendent may have completed 
his/her endorsement under the UAS PITAAS program last year, but that other Native 
superintendents had completed programs previously. All agreed that more information 
about this is needed. 

 S. Atwater also commented that some of the ideas discussed in program groups will 
need to be tempered by budget realities. One such example was a comment that 
implied the University should provide daycare services to students: ‘provide childcare 
options’. Moreover, another discussion thread suggested that AKCOE ‘should preserve 
the uniqueness of programs at the three different universities.’ He wondered how this 
could be reconciled with BOR direction, NWCCU standards, or budget realities.  Noting 
these questions, the Committee agreed that this document should seek to accurately 
capture the substance of the May 11 discussions without any editorializing. 

 A. Vinlove via email: “On the summary from the All Faculty Meeting, the sentence in the 
elementary workgroup summary stating "PITAAS advertising is visible" seems arbitrary. 
PITAAS was mentioned twice during our conversation, once in regards to the fact that 
the grant is set to end this year, and once in reference to a PBS advertisement.” The 
Committee agreed that other universities also provide recruitment and retention 
support along with UAS’ PITAAS program. The text in the draft will be modified to note 
this.   

 S. Henrichs observed that the Other Graduate Programs group spent time talking about 
a potential doctoral program, as did the Educational Leadership group. She said this 
should be acknowledged as a topic in the conversation under Other Graduate Level 
Programs. The Committee agreed and text will be inserted noting that there is 
significant demand for a doctoral degree in Education in Alaska. Having such a program 
would be helpful in increasing and improving the research output of UA Education 
programs.   

 
Chair Caulfield will send out a final draft today before adding to the website in final form. He 
asks that committee members do a final review by Friday.   
 

4. Review and finalize membership for Work Groups, data needs, timelines, products 
 

The Committee reviewed a revised draft list of work groups that had been modified by 
provosts—per committee discussion at our last Steering Committee meeting. The new draft 
highlights what initial data will be needed by each group, the applicable NWCCU standard, and 
the charge to each work group.  
 
Highlighted in yellow on the draft are the top priority questions—most important to the NWCCU 
proposal. Chair Caulfield integrated comments from multiple people into the formation of these 
items and now invites feedback.  He expects these work groups to meet over the summer. 



 

 

Assuming both the charge to the groups and membership is approved by the Steering 
Committee today, a letter will be sent to those listed inviting their participation with a request 
that the group meets 2-3 times over the summer by distance. The groups are not making 
decisions but are gathering data and bringing forth ideas and recommendations for 
consideration by the Steering Committee. The groups will be asked to provide their report no 
later than Friday, August 11. 
 
Comments offered on the draft work group questions: 

 J. Bartels asked about including a question about potential status of student athletes and 
wondering where participation in student governance would be considered.  Chair Caulfield 
said that the “co-curricular” category would capture those groups.   

 S. Henrichs said another issue is whether Education students will be able to participate in 
grant programs that are specific to UAA or UAF, such as SSSP or BLAST. Federal grants 
require careful tracking of what each student does according to each institution’s norms, 
and they may have specific requirements that exclude anyone who is not a UAF degree 
seeking student. Chair Caulfield will add “student involvement in university or campus 
specific grant activities, (SSSP, BLAST)” under Student Services section. 

 C. Fabbri asked about how Education faculty currently involved on doctoral committees will 
be addressed. Chair Caulfield suggested adding this to the Human Resources work group.  
Another question would be whether they can continue to accept new doctoral students. 
After that considerations for new doctoral programs would need to be addressed.  

 A. Vinlove via email: “I would also like to ask that the issue of bi- vs. tri-partite workloads be 
added to the list of important questions in the HR workgroup.” The Committee agreed to 
include these topics in the summary. 

 A. Vinlove via email: “In the list of Anticipated Work Groups and Potential Participants, I 
would like there to be some explanation as to how the "Innovative Partnerships" workgroup 
is being populated. As that workgroup must involve faculty representation, it would seem to 
me that there should be some faculty input into who serves on this group rather than having 
the members be appointed.” Her question brought to mind previous discussion in the 
Committee about the rationale for having this work group. Prior meeting notes show that 
Committee members agreed that having this group was important. It was noted that there 
are more faculty members listed for this committee than any other under consideration, 
including several Committee members themselves. That said, it was agreed that other topics 
should be included under this work group tasking: to include professional development (i.e. 
such as PACE located at UAA) and career pathway programs for paraprofessionals interested 
in becoming teachers. The charge for the work group and the proposed committee 
membership were modified in light of this discussion. 

 
Chair Caulfield noted that more questions and comments will inevitably come up relate to the 
work groups. He stressed that this is a working document that can be changed as progress is 
made. In the end, the work groups are simply providing information and perspectives to the 
Steering Committee; not making decisions themselves. 
 
The List of Participants was reviewed and some changes and additions suggested. These will be 
incorporated into the next iteration. The individuals identified have not yet been contacted 
formally.  Chair Caulfield asked for comments from the steering committee about the people 
identified.   
 



 

 

The Committee agreed that August 4 would be the established deadline for reports back from 
the work groups. Reports will be placed in the shared drive for the following Steering Committee 
meeting.  S. Henrichs asked if other faculty outside of the working groups would have an 
opportunity to provide feedback. Chair Caulfield said that the Steering Committee needs to be 
the first entity to review work group products. We expect the Steering Committee to synthesize 
the ideas and recommendations into a draft document for broad public review. S. Henrichs 
noted the NWCCU standard that faculty and staff have the opportunity to have input into 
decisions that affect them, so we want to make sure that is the case. All agreed with this 
sentiment. 

 
5. Recruitment of Project Manager 

 
Chair Caulfield said he and his staff are working on this. There is still time for people to apply; 
the position is open until filled.   
 

6. Wrap-up and review of Steering Committee Meeting schedule 
 
Chair Caulfield is seeking funding for one-day face-to-face meetings for selected educational 
program groups: elementary, secondary, special education, and other graduate programs. He 
has put forward a budget request to the President’s office for these meetings; hopefully in early 
September after the start of the semester.  
 
Upcoming meetings:  
 

Date Day Time Mode 

June 16, 2017 Friday 8 – 10 AM Video Conference 

June 30, 2017 Friday 8 – 10 AM Video Conference 

 
 


